European Enterprise Mobility in the 5G Era
AN IDC CONTINUOUS INTELLIGENCE SERVICE

IDC's European Enterprise Mobility in the 5G Era service provides insights and analysis on 5G solutions for
enterprises, forecasts burgeoning enterprise demand and highlights key use cases as they emerge across the
continent. The service also includes insights and guidance regarding 5G suppliers and end-user adoption, in addition
to enterprise research on 5G vendor go-to-market strategies. Market shares and a forecast of the European
enterprise mobility management market and a mobile security market forecast is also provided.

Markets and Subjects Analyzed
 5G enterprise awareness and usage

 Unified endpoint management / enterprise mobility management

 Enterprise adoption of 5G

 Mobile security

 5G use cases
 Drivers and inhibitors of 5G enterprise deployments

Core Research
 5G awareness and enterprise intentions study
 European 5G enterprise use cases

 European unified endpoint management / enterprise mobility
management market share and forecast

 5G enterprise forecast

 Mobile workers forecast

 5G, enterprise mobility and devices survey

 Role of enterprise mobility in digital workspaces

In addition to the insight provided in this service, IDC may conduct research on specific topics or emerging market segments via research offerings
that require additional IDC funding and client investment. To learn more about the analysts and published research, please visit: European
Enterprise Mobility in the 5G Era.

Key Questions Answered
1.

What’s the market opportunity for 5G enterprise?

5.

2.
3.

What are the major 5G enterprise trends in Europe?
What strategies are best addressing the 5G enterprise
opportunities? Why?

What are the key elements of building a comprehensive enterprise
mobility strategy? What do market players need to consider when
supporting enterprises?

6.

4.

What vertical markets is there greatest uptick of 5G in European
countries?

How does mobility factor into the evolution of European Digital
Workspaces? How are organizations leveraging mobility for
business transformation?

Companies Analyzed
This service offers data and insights on the strategies, market positioning, of 5G-oriented vendors and future direction of 5G in the enterprise and
the European enterprise mobility markets:
Accenture, Adtran, Apple, Atos, AMD, Avaya, Absolute Software,
BlackBerry, BT, Broadsoft, Capgemini, Cisco, Citrix, Cognizant,
Deutsche Telekom, Dimension Data (NTT), Ericsson, Extreme
Networks, Fujitsu, Google, HCL, Hewlett Packard Enterprise, HP Inc.,
Huawei, IBM, Intel, Juniper, KPN, Microsoft, MobileIron, Netgear, Nokia,
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Oracle, Orange Business Services, Proximus, Qualcomm, Samsung,
Swisscom, Symantec, SOTI, Tangoe, Tata Communications, TDC,
Telecom Italia, Telefonica, Telenor, Telia, Verizon, Virgin Media,
VMware, Vodafone, Wandera, Wipro, Zebra Technologies.
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